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Before and between the pieces on this recital you may hear:

Sound Rocks of Ryōan-ji, Mara Helmuth

8 channel audio

Butterfly Within

Bradley Garner*, flute

Butterfly Mirrors

Chun-Ni Hsieh, violin
Gregory Evans, cello
Bradley Garner, flute
Ming Ke, pipa
Drew Dolan, percussion
Turkar Gasimzada, piano
Paul Poston, piano

Expanding Space

Timothy Northcut, tuba

from Uganda

CiCLOp

Paul Poston, director
Drew Dolan
Turkar Gasimzada
Rachel Walker

Irresistible Flux

Mara Helmuth/Esther Lamneck

Esther Lamneck, tarogato

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.